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SUMMARY

Hybrid storage systems that consist of flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) and traditional disks are now widely used. In hybrid storage systems, there exists a two-level cache hierarchy that regard dynamic random access memory (DRAM) as the first level cache and SSD as the second level cache for disk storage. However, this two-level cache hierarchy typically uses independent cache replacement policies for each level, which makes cache resource management inefficient and reduces system performance. In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive multi-level cache (AMC) replacement algorithm in hybrid storage systems. The AMC algorithm adaptively adjusts cache blocks between DRAM and SSD cache levels using an integrated solution. AMC uses combined selective promote and demote operations to dynamically determine the level in which the blocks are to be cached. In this manner, the AMC algorithm achieves multi-level cache exclusiveness and makes cache resource management more efficient. By using real-life storage traces, our evaluation shows the proposed algorithm improves hybrid multi-level cache performance and also increases the SSD lifetime compared with traditional multi-level cache replacement algorithms. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Storage systems have been changing rapidly over the past few years. Storage system architectures are evolving quickly with several fundamental shifts occurring. First, flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) have been widely used not only in the enterprise-class storage systems but also in personal computer systems. Second, disk-based network storage arrays are embracing hybrid, multi-level, and caching-based models. Third, storage systems directly attached to local computing nodes are back in vogue. There are also some two-level hybrid-caching systems [1–4] that exist today and locally attached to computing nodes with dynamic random access memory (DRAM) as the first level cache and SSD as the second level cache for the slower disk hard disk drive (HDD) storage.

The hybrid storage systems (DRAM–SSD–HDD) take advantage of the SSD features such as low cost/gigabyte and non-volatility compared to DRAM and low access latency compared to HDD. The design of such a two-level-caching model is beneficial to the overall performance of the hybrid storage system. Typically, the DRAM and SSD cache levels are managed independently with each level using traditional single level cache management algorithms such as the least recently used (LRU) algorithm.
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However, previous studies [5–7] have shown that the level-independent cache management in multi-level cache systems faces two major drawbacks: (1) Weakened locality in the second level cache. Application access requests, as seen by the second level cache, are filtered by the first level cache. (2) Data redundancy. Because caches are independently managed, data blocks that are cached in the first level have a high probability of being cached in the second level as well. Therefore, data blocks cached redundantly in both levels cause a waste of cache space. This also reduces the total hit ratio.

To address these problems, researchers [5, 8] have proposed multi-level exclusive caching policies. In multi-level exclusive caching systems, data blocks are exclusively cached in one of the cache levels, and caches are managed uniformly or cooperatively as opposed to independently. Recent research [7] has demonstrated that multi-level exclusive caching shows better performance than independent cache management in hybrid storage systems.

Multi-level exclusive caching techniques are commonly used in distributed caching systems [9, 10], where all cache levels use DRAM as caches and are connected by a network. The multi-level exclusive caching policies, when used in the locally attached hybrid caching systems, should consider some specific problems.

1. Hybrid caches should take care of SSD lifetime where previous distributed caching systems have not taken it into consideration.
2. Hybrid caches should also consider both read/write operations where most previous researches of distributed multi-level cache ignore caching dirty blocks.
3. Hybrid caches should be managed in a more integrated way than distributed cache systems. Distributed cache systems (caches are loosely connected via networks) have network bandwidth bottleneck [11]. Locally attached hybrid caches eliminate the network bandwidth bottleneck and provide opportunities for closer collaboration among different cache levels.

In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive multi-level cache (AMC) replacement algorithm in the locally attached hybrid cache systems. The contributions are as follows:

1. The AMC algorithm introduces combined selective promote and demote operations to dynamically determine the level in which the blocks are to be cached. AMC achieves cache exclusivity using promote and demote operations. By adding the 'selective' property into the promote operation, AMC accumulates more cache hits in DRAM. By adding the 'selective' property into the demote operation, AMC evicts less useful blocks to increase SSD lifetime.
2. We design an online adaptation method using probabilistic promote and demote values. The probabilistic values control the selective rate of determining the level in which the blocks are to be cached. These values are adjusted according to the usage of blocks already cached in both levels.
3. We both consider read and write operations in the AMC algorithm. AMC is designed as a unified read–write multi-level cache algorithm to more effectively explore data locality information.

By using real-life storage traces, our evaluation shows the proposed AMC algorithm reduces average response time by up to 25% and increases SSD lifetime by up to 4.12 times compared with traditional multi-level cache replacement algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work about multi-level caches in hybrid storage systems. Section 3 presents a detailed description of our proposed AMC replacement algorithm. Section 4 reports the experimental results for performance evaluation. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

Hybrid storage systems are more commonly used as flash-based SSD technology matures. Researchers [12, 13] have shown great interest in improving the performance and lifetime of SSD, and much research has focused on the optimization problem of using SSD as the disk cache.

There are many other solutions that optimize the flash-based SSD hybrid storage systems. Except for using SSD as disk caches, dynamic storage tiering (DST) technologies [18–21] have been proposed to meet the growing demand for high performance, large capacity, and low cost storage systems. The DST technologies intelligently select frequently accessed data sets and move them into the faster SSD, while the less frequently accessed data sets remain stored in HDD. Other novel techniques [22, 23] have been proposed to make the SSD part of the memory in order to improve performance and reduce cost per gigabyte of memory. [3] and [24] also uses the flash-based SSD as an extended buffer pool for database systems.

In this paper, we focus on the multi-level cache replacement algorithms in the hybrid storage system. Single-level cache replacement algorithms have been extensively studied for decades. Many cache replacement algorithms such as 2Q [25], least recently/frequently used [26], low inter-reference recency set [27], adaptive replacement cache (ARC) [28], and so on were proposed to achieve a better hit ratio than the traditional LRU replacement algorithm. These algorithms were designed and used in the single level cache scenario but did not take multi-level cache hierarchies into account.

Previous researchers [5, 8–11] have studied the multi-level cache management techniques in the context of distributed multi-tier storage systems, where the first level cache typically resides in the front end application servers and the second level cache resides in the networked storage servers. Wong et al. [5] proposed a method to eliminate data redundancy by applying a unified LRU scheme to achieve exclusive caching. They introduced a demote operation to transfer data ejected from the client cache to the storage cache. However, the demote operation incurs high network traffic and system overhead to prepare, send, and receive demoted blocks. Eviction-based cache placement [11] policy was then proposed to decrease network bandwidth usage. This policy uses a client content tracking table to estimate a client’s block eviction information, and this information is then sent to the storage cache, where the storage cache then reloads the evicted blocks from disks into its cache. This eviction-based policy incurs extra I/Os on disks and increases the average miss penalty. In distributed storage systems, the network bandwidth problem is a major performance bottleneck. Chen et al. [6] systematically studied a large design space of distributed multi-level cache management.

However, the design of the hybrid multi-level cache algorithm has to consider some specific aspects that are different from the distributed multi-level cache algorithms we described in Section 1. Recent studies have tried to introduce the multi-level exclusive cache into hybrid storage systems. Raja et al. [7] have investigated the design tradeoffs involved in building exclusive, direct-attached, multi-level storage caches. They demonstrated the potential performance benefits of maintaining multi-level cache exclusivity in the multi-level hybrid cache system. In this paper, we further proposed a novel AMC algorithm that uses combined selective promote and demote operations to dynamically determine the level in which the blocks are to be cached. The algorithm considers both multi-level cache exclusivity and SSD lifetime.

3. ADAPTIVE MULTI-LEVEL HYBRID CACHING

In this section, we will describe the design of our adaptive multi-level hybrid cache algorithm and explain how the algorithm achieves cache exclusiveness using the selective promote and demote operations. Then, we describe how the algorithm adapts itself according to its online cache status. We also describe how the algorithm handles dirty blocks.
3.1. Overview

The key idea of AMC is to determine the appropriate level in which new blocks will be cached and the level from which old blocks will be evicted. To achieve this, AMC uses selective promote and demote operations. The promote and demote operations are used in multi-level cache scenarios to collaboratively maintain data exclusivity among different cache levels. Using a selective promote operation, AMC can choose to put new blocks whether in either DRAM or SSD caches. Using a selective demote operation, AMC can choose to evict old blocks from either the DRAM or SSD caches. These selective operations depend on the current status of two caches. AMC uses the average lifetime of blocks in the LRU end of a cache to represent the current status of the cache (named marginal life utility). AMC further uses probabilistic values to reflect the difference of marginal life utility values between caches, and these values are adjusted online according to cache status. The probabilistic values indicate the tendency of the selective operations—caching blocks in which level. The selective promote and demote operations are based on the probabilistic values. For example, if the marginal life utility of a SSD cache becomes larger than that of a DRAM cache, more new blocks will tend to be put into the SSD cache to evict old blocks in the same level. If the marginal life utility of the DRAM cache becomes larger, more new blocks will tend to be put into the DRAM cache, and the old blocks in DRAM will be evicted from the cache. In this way, new blocks are cached into appropriate levels, and old blocks are evicted from the corresponding caches.

3.2. Achieving exclusivity

Figure 1 shows a two-level DRAM–SSD hybrid cache hierarchy. The first level cache is DRAM level 1 cache (L1 cache); the second level cache is SSD level 2 cache (L2 cache). The L1 list and L2 list in the figure maintains the metadata of blocks (metadata contains a block’s identifier and other attributes) cached in the L1 and L2 caches, respectively. L1\textsubscript{temp} list and L2\textsubscript{ghost} list maintain the metadata of some accessed blocks used for the adaptive algorithm, which will be described in...
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a later subsection. We first introduce two operations (demote and promote operations as shown in Figure 1(a)) used in multi-level cache hierarchies to achieve exclusivity.

The demote operation is used when the L1 cache is full and needs to replace the LRU block in the L1 list for the new most recently used (MRU) block. The LRU block in the L1 list denotes the block’s metadata is in the LRU position in the L1 list, and the block’s data are cached in the L1 cache. In the demote operation, the LRU block in the L1 list is evicted from the L1 cache and inserted the block’s metadata into the MRU position in the L2 list and also allocated a free cache space for the block. If the L2 cache is full, the LRU block in the L2 list must be evicted to make room for the demoted block. We call the blocks evicted from the L1 cache and demoted into the L2 cache the demoted blocks.

The promote operation is used when a block miss occurs in the L1 cache. The missed block may be cached in the L2 cache or may reside in the HDD. In the promote operation, the missed block is fetched from the L2 cache (also invalidate the block in L2 cache and delete the block’s metadata from L2 list) or the HDD and inserted into the MRU position in the L1 list and also allocated a free cache space in the L1 cache. If the L1 cache is full, a demote operation is needed to make room for the missed block. We call blocks promoted into the L1 cache the promoted blocks.

In order to achieve exclusivity in multi-level caches, one traditional exclusive cache algorithm is as follows. Every time a new block request arrives, we make sure the block is only allocated in the L1 cache until the L1 cache is full (promote operation). Allocation in the second level cache only occurs during eviction from the first level (demote operation). In addition, any first level cache misses that find the data cached in the second level result in the data being deleted from the second level and allocated in the first level (promote operation). This is a straightforward method to achieve cache exclusivity.

However, we find two major problems in the traditional exclusive caching algorithm that motivate the design of selective promote and demote operations. First, if each new block miss in the L1 cache results in cache allocation in the L1 cache, this means all block misses incur promote operations, which may cause some older but ‘hot’ blocks cached in L1 to be evicted (promote operations need subsequent demote operations when the L1 cache is full). Second, if each block evicted from the L1 cache is demoted into the L2 cache, this will cause a large number of write allocations in the SSD cache and may also evict ‘hot’ blocks originally cached in L2. To address these problems, we introduce the selective promote and demote operations to more effectively keep ‘hot’ blocks in both the DRAM and SSD caches while still achieving cache exclusivity.

3.3. Selective promote/demote

Figure 1(b) shows the selective cache data flow. In general, the selective promote operation controls the rate of new blocks coming into DRAM and SSD caches to prevent hot blocks being evicted. The selective demote operation determines from which level the cold blocks should be evicted. The detailed selective promote and demote operations are described as follows.

When a new block request arrives, the algorithm determines which level the blocks should be cached and replaces the less useful block in the multi-level cache hierarchy. The main algorithm is shown in Figure 2. If a block hit occurs in the L1 cache, then the LRU replacement algorithm is used as normal (case 1, lines 1–2). If case 1 does not occur (cases 2–5), then before allocating a new free space for the missed block in the L1 cache, the algorithm first checks the current DRAM and SSD cache status based on their marginal life utility represented by the probabilistic value (selective_promote(X), lines 5,7,10, and 12), which determines the level the new block should be placed into. As Figure 3 shows, if the block passes the check, the algorithm allocates the block in the L1 cache (lines 14–15). Otherwise, the algorithm puts the block in the L2 cache (line 18, the function of line 17 will be described in Section 3.5).

Similarly, before allocating a new free space in the L2 cache to make room for the block evicted from the L1 cache (the demote operation), the algorithm first checks whether this block is suitable to be cached in L2 (selective_demote(), line 22). If the block passes the check, the algorithm then puts the block in the L2 cache (lines 26–27). Otherwise, the block is just deleted from the L1 cache and never cached in L2 (lines 28–29, L2_ ghost is a ghost cache described in Section 3.5). We first focus on
Figure 2. Adaptive multi-level hybrid cache management algorithm. DRAM, dynamic random access memory; SSD, solid state drive; LRU, least recently used; L1, first level; L2, second level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>Case 1: X is in L1 //cache hit in DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>do_LRU(L1, X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td>Case 2: X is in L1_temp //cache hit in DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>update_probability();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>selective_promote(X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>Case 3: X is not in DRAM but in L2 //cache hit in SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:</td>
<td>selective_promote(X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:</td>
<td>Case 4: X is in L2_ghost //cache miss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:</td>
<td>update_probability();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:</td>
<td>selective_promote(X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:</td>
<td>Case 5: X is not in the above 4 cases //cache miss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:</td>
<td>selective_promote(X);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Subroutines of the selective promote and demote operations. LRU, least recently used; L1, first level; L2, second level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13:</td>
<td>selective_promote(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:</td>
<td>if(promote_check())</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:</td>
<td>promote_adjust(X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:</td>
<td>do_LRU(L1_temp, X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:</td>
<td>do_LRU(L2, X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:</td>
<td>promote_adjust(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:</td>
<td>Delete X in L2 or L1_temp or L2_ghost(if exist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:</td>
<td>if(L1 is full)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:</td>
<td>selective_demote();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:</td>
<td>do_LRU(L1, X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24:</td>
<td>selective_demote()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:</td>
<td>Delete LRU block X in L1 list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26:</td>
<td>if(demote_check())</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27:</td>
<td>do_LRU(L2, X);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28:</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29:</td>
<td>do_LRU(L2_ghost, X);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Adaptive probability

In this section, we describe an online adaptive method of tracking the status of caches using dynamically adjusted probabilistic values, which help the selective promote and demote operations determine the cache data flow.
We use the average lifetime of blocks in the LRU end of a cache to represent the current status of the cache (named marginal life utility). A block’s lifetime is the current time minus the time the block last accessed. Thus, the marginal life utility is calculated by averaging the lifetime of the last \( n \) blocks in the LRU end of the cache list (Figure 4, lines 40–41); \( n \) is a configurable parameter that is usually set to a small fixed number \([29]\) (we set \( n = 10 \); any other small values would work as well). The larger marginal life utility value of a cache, the less useful blocks reside in the LRU end of the cache. To reflect the difference of marginal life utility between caches, we introduce two probabilistic values \( P_{\text{promote}} \) and \( P_{\text{demote}} \) (0 < \( P_{\text{promote}} \) < 1; \( P_{\text{demote}} < 1 \)).

The values of \( P_{\text{promote}} \) and \( P_{\text{demote}} \) indicate the relative degree of the old blocks’ usefulness between two cache levels and help determine new blocks should be cached in which level (lines 30–33). As Figure 4 shows, the algorithm compares marginal life utilities between two cache levels and periodically adjusts the \( P_{\text{promote}} \) and \( P_{\text{demote}} \) values (lines 35–38) online. If the marginal life utility of the L1 cache (\( MU_1 \)) is larger than the marginal life utility of the L2 cache (\( MU_2 \)), that is \((MU_1 - \frac{1}{2}) > 0 \text{ or } (MU_2 - \frac{1}{2}) < 0\), then we increase the \( P_{\text{promote}} \) value and decrease the \( P_{\text{demote}} \) value (lines 37–38). Similarly, if \( MU_1 \) is smaller than \( MU_2 \), then we decrease the \( P_{\text{promote}} \) value and increase the \( P_{\text{demote}} \) value. The goal of selective operations is to equalize the marginal life utility of two caches. If the values of \( P_{\text{promote}} \) and \( P_{\text{demote}} \) approach \( \frac{1}{2} \), the marginal life utility of two caches is roughly the same.

Upon referencing a new block, the probability of the block being promoted into the L1 cache depends on the \( P_{\text{promote}} \) value (line 30–31, the \text{rand}() function returns a random decimal number between 0 and 1). We can see the smaller \( P_{\text{promote}} \) value, the lower the rate at which new blocks will pass the promote check (when \text{promote_check}() returns true) and enter the L1 cache. The same is true for the \( P_{\text{demote}} \) value. The smaller the \( P_{\text{demote}} \) value, the lower the rate at which the evicted blocks from L1 will enter the L2 cache. For example, if \( P_{\text{promote}} \) approximates 1, then almost all new blocks will be promoted into the L1 cache. If \( P_{\text{promote}} \) approximates 0, then few blocks will be promoted and thus be placed into the L2 cache. Therefore, we can conveniently adjust \( P_{\text{promote}} \) and \( P_{\text{demote}} \) values to control the rate of new blocks coming into the L1 and L2 caches, respectively.

The rationale behind this is that when \( MU_1 \) is smaller than \( MU_2 \), it means the L1 cache has more useful blocks in the LRU end of the L1 list than the L2 cache. Therefore, decreasing the \( P_{\text{promote}} \) value will decrease the probability of new blocks flushing into the L1 cache and will increase the probability of new blocks flushing into the L2 cache, thus preventing more useful blocks in the LRU end of the L1 list being replaced by new blocks. At the same time, the \( P_{\text{demote}} \) value is increased in

\begin{verbatim}
/* Subroutines, Adaptive Probabilities*/
30: promote_check()  
31:    return rand() < P_{promote} ? True : False;
32: demote_check()    
33:    return rand() < P_{demote} ? True : False;

34: update_probability()  
35:    MU_1 = update_life_utility(L1);  
36:    MU_2 = update_life_utility(L2);  
37:    P_{promote} += (1 - P_{promote}) * P_{promote} * (MU_1 / MU_1 + MU_2 - \frac{1}{2});  
38:    P_{demote} += (1 - P_{demote}) * P_{demote} * (MU_2 / MU_1 + MU_2 - \frac{1}{2});  
39: update_life_utility(L)  
40:    return \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{lifetime}_i}{n}  //calculate utility on the last n  
41:  //blocks in the LRU ends of L list
\end{verbatim}
case more useful blocks in L1 are evicted (relative to the LRU blocks in the end of L2 list), the larger the probability they will be demoted into the L2 cache and vice versa. This means the algorithm keeps more useful blocks in the caches and evicts less useful blocks. On each block replacement, the algorithm tries to evict the LRU block in the cache that has larger marginal life utility.

The \( P_{\text{promote}} \) and \( P_{\text{demote}} \) values are adjusted proportionally to the difference between \( MU_1 \) and \( MU_2 \), and the adaptation becomes slower when the \( P_{\text{promote}} \) and \( P_{\text{demote}} \) values are close to extreme values of 0 and 1 (the product factor form of \((1-P)*P\)). The \( P_{\text{promote}} \) value is initialized to the ratio of the L1 cache size divided by the aggregate cache size (L1 cache size plus L2 cache size), and the \( P_{\text{demote}} \) value is initialized to the ratio of the L2 cache size divided by the aggregate cache size. The algorithm updates the \( P_{\text{promote}} \) and \( P_{\text{demote}} \) values periodically to let the selective promote and demote operations take effect. For example, every 100 block accesses the algorithm invokes \text{update\_probability}(). The algorithm also updates the two values when a block reference hits \( L_{1\text{temp}} \) and \( L_{2\text{ghost}} \), which will be described in the following section.

3.5. Temp cache and ghost cache

The MRU block may not be cached in L1 because of the block failing the check (lines 16–18) in the selective promote operation. In case the block is re-accessed in the near future, we introduce a small temporary cache (\( L_{1\text{temp}} \), named temp cache) to temporarily keep those un-promoted blocks in the L1 cache (line 17). If these blocks in \( L_{1\text{temp}} \) are referenced again in the near future, they will have a larger probability of passing the promote check (lines 3, 5, and 14). The principle of the check operation is based on the probabilistic comparison. The more hits incurred by a block, the more it can pass the promote check and finally be cached in the L1 cache. When blocks in \( L_{1\text{temp}} \) are accessed, the algorithm will adaptively increase the possibility of letting new blocks be promoted into the L1 cache (lines 3–4). The temp cache is used for reducing the cost when the selective promote operation does not promote the block into the L1 cache, which will be quickly re-accessed again. If the un-promoted block in \( L_{1\text{temp}} \) is not accessed for a period of time, it will be quickly evicted from \( L_{1\text{temp}} \) and deleted from the cache. We set the size of \( L_{1\text{temp}} \) relatively small (0.1% of the L1 cache size). The experimental results show the overall cache performance is insensitive to the small size of \( L_{1\text{temp}} \).

In the selective demote operations, the blocks may simply be deleted from the L1 cache and may fail the check to be demoted into the L2 cache (lines 25–29). If the subsequent I/O requests go to those un-demoted blocks, both L1 and L2 will have cache misses. In order to more accurately determine which blocks should be demoted into the L2 cache, we introduce a ghost cache to keep un-demoted blocks in the \( L_{2\text{ghost}} \) list (line 29). The ghost cache only maintains blocks’ metadata, and many other cache algorithms [25, 27, 28] use the ghost cache to capture additional data access patterns. We set the size of \( L_{2\text{ghost}} \) relatively small (0.1% of the L2 cache size, as similar to the size of \( L_{1\text{temp}} \)). If blocks in the \( L_{2\text{ghost}} \) are frequently accessed in a certain period (lines 8–9), the algorithm will adaptively increase the possibility of letting the LRU block in L1 list pass the demote check to insert the block into the L2 cache, thus increasing the cache hits of demoted blocks in SSD cache. The adaptive adjustment process is described in the previous section.

3.6. Handling writes

In this section, we discuss how to handle dirty blocks and integrate them into the proposed multi-level hybrid cache algorithm. To manage dirty blocks and block write operations in multi-level cache hierarchies, we have to address two major issues. One is data consistency, and the other is performance overhead.

In order to achieve data consistency among multi-level cache hierarchies, we make sure every dirty block is only cached in one level. The proposed AMC algorithm achieves exclusivity between two cache levels except for a small temporary cache (\( L_{1\text{temp}} \)) in DRAM (non-strict exclusivity for clean blocks). When handling dirty blocks, the algorithm maintains strict exclusivity using write allocation and fetch-on-write policies. When writing a new block, the algorithm directly allocates
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Figure 5. Handling writes under the selective promote–demote operations. DRAM, dynamic random access memory; SSD, solid state drive; HDD, hard disk drive; L1, first level; L2, second level.

An adaptive multi-level cache algorithm is designed to manage data efficiently across different levels of memory. The algorithm performs selective operations to promote or demote blocks between cache levels based on their locality and modification status.

(a) Promote Operation on Block Re-write Miss

- Block Re-write Miss in DRAM
- SSD hit?
  - Yes
  - SSD hit?
    - Yes: Directly Promote the block into DRAM cache
    - No: Fetch the block from SSD
  - No: Fetch the block from HDD

(b) Demote Operation on Modified Blocks

- Dirty Block Evicted From L1
- demote_check?
  - Yes
  - No: Demote the block into L2
  - Yes: Write back the block into HDD

The algorithm ensures data consistency by maintaining exclusivity among cache hierarchies through selective operations. In a write dominant scenario, the selective promote operation is seldom triggered, but the selective demote operation helps reduce the number of SSD writes.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we use the trace-driven simulation method to evaluate the proposed adaptive multi-level hybrid cache algorithm. We implement multi-level hybrid cache hierarchies in a simulator originated from [30]. We use the simulator to benchmark cache algorithms using a wide variety of real-life enterprise storage traces [31].

In order to analyze multi-level hybrid cache management algorithms, we implemented a trace-driven simulator that consists of the first level DRAM cache, the second level SSD cache, and the disk. The simulator has three major parts: the parser, the hash manager, and the cache algorithm module. The parser is used to convert traces of a different format into the simulator’s customized...
Table I. Different types of storage traces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace Name</th>
<th>Blocks ($\times 10^3$)</th>
<th>Requests ($\times 10^3$)</th>
<th>Read (%)</th>
<th>Write (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WebSearch1</td>
<td>2147</td>
<td>3996</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSearch2</td>
<td>3767</td>
<td>17,255</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSearch3</td>
<td>3680</td>
<td>32,832</td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial1</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>6968</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>80.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial2</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>4480</td>
<td>79.52</td>
<td>20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zipf</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

format and simulating I/O requests based on the input trace file. The hash manager is a set of common routines used by different cache algorithms to maintain cached blocks’ information for quick search, insert, and delete. The cache algorithm module implements various multi-level cache algorithms. The simulator is initialized using cache sizes, trace format, and algorithm type as input.

The simulator passes each I/O request (generated by the parser) into the cache algorithm module and records various statistics during the simulation for algorithm analysis. In our trace-driven simulation environment, we simulate realistic response time for multi-level hybrid cache hierarchies. We calculate the average response time ($\text{avg\_time}$) in the multi-level hybrid cache simulation using the following equations:

$$\text{virtual\_time} = \text{SSD\_reads} \times t_{\text{SSD\_r}} + \text{SSD\_writes} \times t_{\text{SSD\_w}} + \text{HDD\_reads} \times t_{\text{HDD\_r}} + \text{HDD\_writes} \times t_{\text{HDD\_w}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\text{avg\_time} = \frac{\text{virtual\_time}}{[I/O \ text{ requests}]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

We first calculate the total virtual execution time ($\text{virtual\_time}$) as equation (1) demonstrates then use the $\text{virtual\_time}$ to calculate the $\text{avg\_time}$ as equation (2) shows. $\text{SSD\_reads}$ ($\text{SSD\_writes}$) means the total number of reads (writes) in the SSD cache, and $t_{\text{SSD\_r}}$ ($t_{\text{SSD\_w}}$) is the average read (write) latency of SSD. Similarly, $\text{HDD\_reads}$ ($\text{HDD\_writes}$) means the total number of reads (writes) in the HDD, and $t_{\text{HDD\_r}}$ ($t_{\text{HDD\_w}}$) is the average read (write) latency of HDD. The average response time of each I/O requests in a certain trace is then calculated using $\text{virtual\_time}$ divided by the total number of I/O requests. Because the total time taken by DRAM hits is negligible compared with the relative large latency of SSD and HDD, we do not calculate it in our response time model. We set $t_{\text{SSD\_r}} = 25\mu s$, $t_{\text{SSD\_w}} = 200\mu s$, and $t_{\text{HDD\_r}} = t_{\text{HDD\_w}} = 5ms$. These settings model the behavior of traditional HDD and SSD, which are identical to those used in prior research [7, 16].

We use real-life enterprise storage traces that have been widely used for evaluating caching algorithms as shown in Table I. The WebSearch1, WebSearch2, and WebSearch3 are traces collected by monitoring I/O requests of search engine applications. All of the aforementioned three traces are read dominant traces. The Financial1 and Financial2 are traces collected by monitoring I/O requests of online transaction processing applications running at two large financial institutions. Both the two traces are read–write traces, and the Financial1 is the write dominant trace. Zipf is a synthetic trace (20% writes) that follows Zipf-like distribution where the probability of the $i^{th}$ block being accessed is proportional to $1/i^\alpha$ ($\alpha = 0.75$). This approximates some applications where a few blocks are frequently accessed while others are accessed much less frequently.

4.1. Average response time

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed AMC algorithm, we use the average response time ($\text{avg\_time}$) described in the previous section as a comprehensive evaluation metric. The $\text{avg\_time}$ includes not only the time taken by cache hits and misses but also includes the time taken by writing the demoted blocks into the SSD cache (included in $\text{SSD\_writes}$). In the experiment, we set the same size for DRAM and SSD caches. We will analyze the impact of varying the DRAM–SSD size ratio in Section 4.4.
There are four comparative multi-level cache algorithms in the figure. One is the AMC-LRU algorithm that we have proposed in this paper. We call it AMC-LRU because the algorithm is based on the LRU algorithm. The rest of three algorithms are described as follows:

1. **ind-LRU** is a two-level independent LRU algorithm. The ind-LRU deploys LRU algorithms independently between the DRAM and SSD caches. Both levels cache blocks on each block miss. When a block request to a DRAM cache results in a miss, the request is passed to the SSD cache. If the block request hits in the SSD, this block is then inserted into the DRAM cache (SSD also maintains the same block), and the LRU block is replaced when the DRAM cache is full. If the requested block is not found in the SSD cache, the block is allocated in both caches.

2. **exc-LRU** is a two-level exclusive LRU algorithm. When a new block request arrives, the exc-LRU algorithm makes sure the block is only allocated in the DRAM cache until the cache is full. Allocation in the SSD cache only happens during eviction from the DRAM. In addition, any DRAM misses that find the block in the SSD result in the block being deleted from the SSD and allocated in the DRAM.

3. **2C-LRU** is a one-level LRU algorithm whose cache size equals the aggregate size of two level caches. 2C-LRU only uses the DRAM cache.

Figure 6 shows the average response time (avg.time) of four comparative multi-level cache algorithms under six different traces (three read-dominant traces and three read–write traces). We chose the cache size for each trace according to their relative working set size (as shown in Table I). A too large or too small cache sizes will diminish the effect of different cache replacement algorithms. The results shown here are the average results of three runs; the experimental results are stable, and the variation among separate runs is within 0.5%, even for the adaptive AMC algorithm. From the experimental results shown in Figure 6, we can make the following observations.

First, under all six traces, the ind-LRU algorithm has a much larger avg.time than the other three algorithms. This is because the ind-LRU manages cache blocks independently that results in a data redundancy problem between two cache levels. Therefore, the total effective cache space
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Figure 6. The average response time of four comparative multi-level cache algorithms under three read-dominant traces and three read–write traces. LRU, least recently used; AMC, adaptive multi-level cache.
is significantly reduced compared to the exclusive multi-level cache algorithms. For example, the \textit{avg\_time} of ind-LRU is 19\% higher than exc-LRU and 25\% higher than AMC-LRU and 2C-LRU in the WebSearch1 trace.

Second, our proposed AMC-LRU algorithm outperforms ind-LRU and exc-LRU. The AMC-LRU achieves exclusivity between cache levels so it has a larger effective cache space than ind-LRU. Therefore, AMC-LRU has better performance than ind-LRU. The exc-LRU also archives exclusivity, but the AMC-LRU still outperforms exc-LRU. This is because exc-LRU needs a larger number of demote operations than AMC-LRU, which leads to a higher latency of SSD allocations. Increasing the number of SSD allocations also reduces SSD lifetime, and we will present a comparison of SSD allocations in the next section. What is more, the AMC-LRU keeps more useful blocks in both caches than exc-LRU thus has a higher hit ratio than exc-LRU. For example, the \textit{avg\_time} of AMC-LRU is 12\% shorter than exc-LRU in the WebSearch2 trace.

Third, the performance of the AMC-LRU algorithm approaches the 2C-LRU algorithm. This further demonstrates that AMC-LRU can effectively utilize two-level cache spaces. In the WebSearch2 trace, the AMC-LRU even outperforms 2C-LRU because the total hit ratio of AMC-LRU is higher than 2C-LRU, and the AMC-LRU accumulates large portions of hits in the DRAM cache (Section 4.3). The AMC-LRU algorithm has very few demote operations overhead, which contributes to the performance as good as 2C-LRU. We will evaluate the multi-level hybrid cache algorithms in detail to show the effectiveness of the AMC-LRU algorithm in the following sections.

4.2. Solid state drive lifetime

One important design consideration of hybrid cache system is the limited SSD lifetime. The SSD has endurance problems caused by limited erasure counts. Therefore, by reducing the number of SSD allocation times, the lifetime of SSD can be increased. Figure 7 shows the total number of SSD allocations using different multi-level hybrid cache algorithms under six I/O traces. The experimental settings are the same as the previous section. We compare the total number of SSD allocations (SSD writes) of three algorithms: AMC-LRU, exc-LRU, and ind-LRU. In AMC-LRU, the total number of SSD allocations includes the number of demoted blocks into SSD and the number of missed blocks
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that has not been promoted into DRAM (the un-promoted blocks). In exc-LRU, the total number of SSD allocations is just the number of demoted blocks into the SSD. In ind-LRU, the total number of SSD allocations equals the number of missed blocks in SSD. We do not show 2C-LRU because 2C-LRU has no SSD allocations.

From Figure 7, we find the AMC-LRU algorithm reduces the total number of SSD allocations compared with exc-LRU and ind-LRU. In the read-dominant traces, the number of SSD allocations of ind-LRU and exc-LRU are 1.63 to 4.12 times larger than AMC-LRU. Because AMC-LRU uses the selective demote operation, a large number of blocks evicted from the L1 cache are filtered out by the selective operations and are no longer cached into the SSD. On the other hand, exc-LRU demotes all blocks evicted from the L1 cache into the SSD.

In the read–write traces, the number of SSD allocations of ind-LRU and exc-LRU are 1.17 to 1.77 times larger than AMC-LRU. Due to dirty blocks evicted from the L1 cache could not be simply deleted, the opportunity to reduce the number of SSD allocations becomes smaller in AMC-LRU. Therefore, in read–write traces, the number of SSD allocations reduced by AMC-LRU (compared with ind-LRU and exc-LRU) is smaller than those cases in read-dominant traces. Reducing the total number of SSD allocations can also reduce I/O bandwidth contention and reduce the probability of triggering a garbage collection process inside SSD [16], both of which are critical performance impact factors. Therefore, reducing the number of SSD allocations not only improves SSD lifetime but also contributes to overall improvement in cache performance.

4.3. Hit ratio

In this section, we will analyze the experimental results of different hit ratios among four comparative algorithms. Figure 8(a) shows the total hit ratio curve under the WebSearch2 trace. The total hit ratio is the total hit counts of both the DRAM and SSD caches divided by the number of total block requests. The ind-LRU algorithm has the lowest total hit ratio. The total hit ratios of the other three algorithms, exc-LRU, AMC-LRU, and 2C-LRU, are very close. There is a similar trend in other application traces, however, due to the limited space, we did not show their hit ratio curves. In the WebSearch2 trace, the AMC-LRU has a higher total hit ratio than 2C-LRU. This is the main reason the \( \text{avg\_time} \) of AMC-LRU is shorter than 2C-LRU under WebSearch2. A higher total hit ratio results in less DRAM and SSD cache misses, and the cache miss will cause significant latency of a HDD read (5 ms vs. 25 \( \mu \text{s} \)).

Figure 8(b) shows the DRAM cache hit ratio curve. We observe the AMC-LRU has a much higher DRAM hit ratio than exc-LRU. This is due to AMC-LRU taking advantage of the selective promote operation and accumulating more useful blocks in the DRAM cache; thus, AMC-LRU achieves a higher DRAM hit ratio than exc-LRU. The ind-LRU and exc-LRU achieve almost the same DRAM hit ratio.
hit ratio because they both use the same LRU replacement logic in the DRAM cache. The 2C-LRU has the highest DRAM hit ratio because its DRAM cache size is twice as large as the other three algorithms.

Figure 8(c) shows the SSD cache hit ratio curve. We observe the SSD hit ratios of exc-LRU and AMC-LRU are much higher than ind-LRU, which demonstrates the benefit of achieving exclusivity in the hybrid cache scenario. However, the SSD hit ratio of AMC-LRU is lower than exc-LRU. The reason behind this is the selective promote operation of AMC-LRU accumulates more useful blocks in the DRAM cache and lets the un-promoted blocks be cached in SSD. This may cause some one-time accessed blocks to be cached in SSD, which lowers the hit ratio of the SSD cache. This is a major drawback of the LRU algorithm. The SSD hit ratio of 2C-LRU is zero because 2C-LRU only uses the DRAM cache and does not use the SSD cache.

4.4. Dynamic random access memory–solid state drive size ratio

Figure 9 shows the normalized average response time of different DRAM–SSD cache size ratios under the WebSearch1 trace. In order to compare the impact of different DRAM–SSD size ratios on cache performance, we set the aggregate cache size of DRAM and SSD to 20% of the working set size (total number of unique blocks accessed across the entire trace as shown in Table I) and vary the DRAM–SSD cache size ratio from 1:9 to 5:5. The average response time of different algorithms are normalized to the \( \text{avg}\_\text{time} \) under the 2C-LRU algorithm. The 2C-LRU only uses the DRAM cache, and its cache size is fixed so the \( \text{avg}\_\text{time} \) of 2C-LRU is the same under different size ratios. The experimental results show the AMC-LRU and exc-LRU algorithms have relatively stable \( \text{avg}\_\text{time} \) with different DRAM–SSD size ratios. This is because both AMC-LRU and exc-LRU achieve cache exclusivity, and their total hit ratios remain stable as the aggregate cache size is fixed (the \( \text{avg}\_\text{time} \) is mainly determined by cache misses that incur high latency of HDD reads and the number of demoted blocks that incurs SSD writes). The \( \text{avg}\_\text{time} \) of AMC-LRU is close to 2C-LRU and is lower than exc-LRU, which is the same as Section 4.1 shows. However, the \( \text{avg}\_\text{time} \) of ind-LRU increases as the DRAM–SSD size ratio increases from 1:9 to 5:5. In the ind-LRU algorithm, the total effective cache size decreases as the DRAM–SSD size ratio increases up to 5:5. The ind-LRU has a data redundancy problem, as the effective cache size is determined by the larger cache.

4.5. Selective promote/demote

From the DRAM cache hit ratio curve (Figure 8(b)), we have seen the selective promote operation of AMC-LRU effectively accumulates more hits in the DRAM cache than exc-LRU does. We now analyze how the selective demote operation helps improve the overall cache performance in the hybrid cache system.
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Figure 10. Analysis of the selective demote operation under the WebSearch2 and Financial2 traces: (a) number of blocks demoted into solid state drive (SSD) cache and (b) hit ratio of demoted blocks. AMC, adaptive multi-level cache; LRU, least recently used.

Figure 10(a) compares the number of blocks demoted into the SSD cache between exc-LRU and AMC-LRU under the WebSearch2 and Financial2 traces. The exc-LRU algorithm demotes every block evicted from the DRAM cache into the SSD cache. While the AMC-LRU algorithm takes advantage of the selective demote operation, it only demotes blocks into the SSD cache when the algorithm considers those blocks are worthwhile to keep in the cache. Therefore, as Figure 10(a) shows, the number of blocks demoted into the SSD cache in the AMC-LRU algorithm is significantly smaller than exc-LRU.

In order to analyze the effect of the selective demote operation, we tag the blocks demoted into the SSD cache and count the number of hits on these blocks. The hit ratio of demoted blocks is calculated using the number of hits on demoted blocks divided by the total number of demoted blocks. We observe the hit ratio of demoted blocks in AMC-LRU is much higher than exc-LRU, as shown in Figure 10(b). This demonstrates the selective demote operation can effectively filter out less useful blocks (relative to the blocks that reside in the LRU end of SSD cache) and demote more useful blocks into the SSD cache. The hit ratio of demoted blocks in AMC-LRU is even higher than 100% under a cache size of 10 and 12 ($10^5$ blocks). This is because a demoted block may have more than one hit in the SSD cache.

4.6. Scalability

The proposed selective promote and demote operations and the adaptive probability adjustment policy used in the AMC-LRU algorithm are also suitable for other cache replacement algorithms, not just for the LRU algorithm, such as the ARC [28] algorithm. We implemented ind-ARC, exc-ARC, and AMC–ARC in the simulator. We initiated two independent ARC algorithms, L1 (DRAM
Figure 11. The average response time of six different algorithms. The adaptive multi-level cache (AMC) policy can be applied to both least recently used (LRU) and adaptive replacement cache (ARC) algorithms.

The adaptive multi-level cache (AMC) policy can be applied to both least recently used (LRU) and adaptive replacement cache (ARC) algorithms. The ind-ARC deploys the two independent ARC algorithms in DRAM and SSD caches, respectively. The exc-ARC implementation is similar to the exc-LRU algorithm, where new blocks are cached in DRAM using L1 ARC, blocks evicted from DRAM are cached in SSD using L2 ARC, and blocks hit in SSD are deleted from SSD and cached in DRAM using L1 ARC. The AMC–ARC is implemented by replacing the functions of do_LRU(L1,X) and do_LRU(L2,X) described in Section 3 with do_ARC(L1,X) and do_ARC(L2,X) (here, do_ARC() means the independent ARC algorithm). We do not alter the internal ARC algorithm.

Figure 11 presents the avg_time of different multi-level cache algorithms under the WebSearch1 and Financial1 trace. We find the performance improvement of AMC–ARC compared with ind-ARC and exc-ARC is similar to the performance improvement of AMC-LRU compared to ind-LRU and exc-LRU. This demonstrates our proposed AMC management policy is orthogonal to the design of single level cache replacement algorithms.

5. CONCLUSION

As SSD technology matures, more and more storage systems adopt hybrid cache hierarchies (DRAM–SSD–HDD). Effective management of multi-level hybrid cache systems becomes an important method to improve system performance. In this paper, we have discussed the design alternatives of multi-level, locally attached, hybrid cache management algorithms, and we have presented a novel multi-level hybrid cache algorithm that can adaptively keep 'hot' data blocks in DRAM and SSD caches. The proposed selective promote and demote operations effectively achieve cache exclusivity and also present better performance than the traditional multi-level cache algorithms. Our experimental results show that the AMC algorithm improves overall cache performance compared with ind-LRU and exc-LRU. The algorithm also extends SSD lifetime by reducing the total number of SSD write allocations.
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